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The elliptic restricted three body problem is concerned with the motion 
(in R3) of a mass point P in the Newtonian gravitational field of two other mass 
points PI and Ps (celestial bodies), which revolve undisturbed by P on 
Keplerian eZZ$& orbits about their center of gravity. P can represent a 
passive space vehicle, or a celestial body of very small mass compared to 
PI and Pz , in astronautical or astronomical applications, for instance. This 
problem includes as a special case the better known (circular) restricted three 
body problem. Contrary to the circular case there is not known any integral 
of the differential equations of motion in the elliptic case proper. 
Our goal in this paper is to transfer to the elliptic case the known results 
from the restricted three body problem about the dynamical meaning (colli- 
sions) and the character (algebraic branch points) of real singularities and the 
“existence” of the solutions (after analytic continuation through singularities) 
on the entire real time axis. Our results, i.e., convergence of Sundman’s 
integral and Theorems 1 to 4, will be derived for 3-dimensional motion of 
P, while the corresponding earlier results in the circular case are given in the 
literature [I] only for 2-dimensional motion of P. me remark that a regulari- 
zation theory for the solutions of our present problem is not already implied 
by specialization of Sundman’s theory of the (proper) three body problem; 
though the results are analogous]. Our further goal is the presentation of 
transformations, which regularize the equations of motion on that part of the 
phase space, which contains all (regularized) trajectories of P, so especially 
at both PI and Pz . Such regularizing transformations have been long known 
for the restricted three body problem in the plane, but a highly original 
generalization to 3-dimensional motion (and the elliptic case) was achieved 
* Part of this research was done while the author was Visiting Professor of Mathemat- 
ics at the University of Minnesota in 1967. 
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only recently by J. Waldvogel [2] based on the work of P. Kustaanheimo 
and E. Stiefel [a]. 
Section I of the following paper gives a new derivation of the equations of 
motion in a rotating pulsating coordinate system, in which Pr and P2 are fixed. 
For the history of these equations see [3]. Section II contains the existence 
proof for the important (and in the literature often neglected) Sundman 
improper integral along a collision path. The connection of a singularity t* 
of a solution of the differential equations with the dynamical phenomenon 
of a collision of P with PI or Pz , established in Section III, rests upon the 
essential contribution (Lemma 6) of L. Markus and C. Weaver [4]. Tley 
showed that one of the distances / PPk 1 remains bounded away from zero, 
when (time) t approaches t* ; by finding sufficiently sharp estimates for the 
velocity of P, in the absence of any integral of the motion. 
In Section IV we regularize the equations of motion by introduction of a 
new independent time variable (via an extended isoenergetic transformation) 
and by a canonical transformation due to Levi-Civita, at either PI or Pz . This 
also regularizes the trajectory of P at t* and demonstrates the algebraic 
character of the singularity. In Section V we show by a combination of 
previously employed methods that the real singularities of a solution cannot 
have a finite cluster point, and we obtain the extended existence theorem. In 
the final Section VI we first transfer the well known method of regularization 
of the restricted three body problem in the plane, which relies on the Jacobi 
integral, to the elliptic case. This has been done in [5] already, but with the 
more complicated result of a system of integro-differential equations. Then 
we give a new presentation of Waldvogel’s Z&dimensional generalization of 
Birkhoff’s conformal mapping (using the algebra of quaternions). The 
introduction of a new time variable into the nonautonomous Lagrangian 
equations of motion and of new coordinates by Waldvogel’s mapping follows. 
Here particular care is required in the demonstration of equivalence of the 
“transformed” systems of differential equations (Theorem 5), especially at the 
singularities of the mapping, which are of main concern for the purpose of 
regularization. This includes the treatment of a related nonintegrable con- 
straint, which in our derivation, contrary to that in [2], appears only implicitly; 
and for which the usual treatment employing Lagrangian multipliers or 
generalized forces is inadequate precisely at (and for the study of) singularities. 
I. TRANSFORMATION OF THE EQUATIONS OF MOTION To RESTING PRIMARIES 
The differential equations of motion for a masspoint P in the gravitational 
field of two other masspoints PI and Pz (of masses 11~~ and 1~~) can be written 
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where p, p, and p, are the position vectors of P, PI and Pz in the euclidean 
3-dimensional space R3, r, and ra are the distances of P from PI and Pz , and 
the dots denote derivations with respect to time t. We may assume that PI and 
P, move under their mutual gravitational attraction, undisturbed by P, 
according to 
Pl = -mzPQ9 Pz = nzlP0 9 ( ml , m2 > 0, ml + m2 = 1) (2) 
with 
p, = r&+7, r, = r”(l - E cos 7)-l, y = (1 - q/a > 0 
(3) 
t = t, + y3 j-’ (1 - E cos T)-” dr, (0 GE < 1,iE VT) 
TO 
on Keplerian elliptic orbits (of eccentricity l ) about the origin, after identifica- 
tion of the plane of motion of PI and P2 with the ordinary complex plane. Here 
T is the true anomaly of P2 seen from PI , and 
i = yro2, p. = (to + iyr,l) eiT, zjo = -r,-p, . (4) 
We introduce Cartesian coordinates x1 , x2 , za in R3 such that the plane of 
motion of PI and P2 becomes the (x1 , x,)-plane. Let 
P = (3 9 z2 9 x3:3), z = Xl + ix, ) (5) 
then (1) can be rewritten in Lagrangian form 
with 
(j = 1,2,3) (6) 
Yk = (I 2 - p, I2 + za2y2 > 0, (k = 1,2) 
(7) 
using (2) and (3). Performing the (time-dependent) coordinate transformation 
(zl , x2 , x3) * (& , t2 , 6) given by 
x = pot, 2; = rot3 > f = -51 + if2 (8) 
with (3) and (5), we obtain by substitution into (7) 
K=K*--~Ip,E+P~~IP+~(~~~~+1002+~(~+~), 
PI = (I f + m2 I2 + t32)1/2, P2 = (I E - m, I2 + EW2, 
(9) 
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and the equations of motion (6) transfer into the corresponding system formed 
with the Lagrangian function K*. Using 
(Yofo)’ = 1 j. 12 - Y,l, 1 p. 12 - ys.;;* = fo2, 
where the first equation follows by differentiating the real part of && from 
(3) and (4), say, (with a bar denoting the complex conjugate) it is seen that 
After omitting the first term on the right hand side of (lo), we denote the 
remaining expression by L*, as function of & , e; and t. Then the Lagrangian 
equations of motion formed with L* become identical to the ones formed 
with K*. Finally we introduce -r from (3) instead oft as independent variable. 
Writing &(t) = &*(-r) and with (4) 
& = i d&*/d7 = y~,“f;~ , (j = 1,293) (11) 
we put as function of &*, Sj”, and T 
L = rozy-*L*(& , ii, tj. Cl4 
Then, since by (6) and the foregoing (8L*/a$j)* = iYL*/a& , we obtain 
Thus the Lagrangian form of the equations of motion is preserved again. 
From (lo), the definition of L*, (I 1) and (12) we get 
having dropped the * from the variables, for convenience. Now (13) gives 
the equations of motion for P in the desired form, namely with f from (8) and 
by (9) 
d2&/dT2 = 5, [ - 1 + E(T) (1 - 3 - f$)] , (t = f, + &) 
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where 
C%(T) = (1 - E cos T)-’ = Ya’y-“. (16) 
By (2), (5) and (8) the primaries Pi and Pz have in the (fl , ,$a , &)-space the 
coordinates 
Pl : (-fif, , 0, O), P2 : (q 9 0, 0) (17) 
and are thus at rest on the li-axis. The similarity of (15) with the well known 
differential equations of the (circular) restricted problem of three bodies in 
synodical coordinates is apparent and together with (17) motivates the 
transfer of the known regularization theory of that problem to the present 
elliptic case (E > 0). 
Finally, from (14) one derives the associated Hamiltonian function 
ff = SKY1 + E,)” + (% - 41)” + r/32 + &*I (18) 
in the usual way, with which the equations of motion (15) assume the canoni- 
cal form 
d&ldr = afqaqi , dTj/dT = -aHla& , (j = 1,2,3). (19) 
This system has for E = 0 one known integral (the Jacobi integral) H by (16), 
while for E f 0 it is nonconservative and no integral is known - a situation 
accounting for the added difficulties in the following treatment of the elliptic 
restricted problem as compared to the circular case (E = 0). Clearly, (19) is 
equivalent to (1) by (2), (3), (5) and (8). 
II. AUXILIARY LEMMAS. CONVERGENCE OF SUNDMAN'S INTEGRAL 
We begin with some auxiliary considerations. Let p = p(t) with 
4) 720) > 0 and I m < a for to < t < t* (20) 
be a solution curve in RR3 of (l), (2) (3); where rk(t) = 1 p(t) -p,(t)1 . 
According to the existence theorem for analytic differential equations, the 
three components of p in (5) then are holomorphic functions of t on [t, , t*). 
With regard to (20) we define for k = I,2 
‘Ik’p-PP,, 11, E Qcjk2 - ?nkvp, b-k2 = qk2) 
as functions oft, and for any tl and t, with t, < tl < t, < t* 
(21) 
H,(t, , tn) 5s max j hk(t)l on 
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where $ = q - q = 1 q /s and n * 6 denotes the scalar product of the vectors 
a, b in R3. Now we derive 
LEMMA 1. Let c > 0 be given. If for a solution of (1) besides (20) also 
rj(t) > c 011 tl s t < t, for j=l OY 2 (231 
(and some t, and t, with t, < t, < t, < t*), then for k = 3 - j and suitable 
c”>o 
f&(4 > Q < (1 + I ~~&,>l)(1 + C^(t, - td)“, PO 
where c” does not depend on t, , t, (but OTZ c). 
Proof. We assume (23) forj = 2 (forj = 1 the proof is similar). From (l), 
(2), (3), (4) and (21) for t, < t < t, 
where 
(i; + n~q~r;~ = nz,b(t, qJ, II, = n$bbl[t, ql) . & ) (25) 
! b(t, q*)/ < Elmin 
( 
l--E 
rr , __ 
2 1 
for t, < t < t, (26) 
with some constant c” depending only on c and E by (3). With (25) and (21) then 
I%? < / b(t, ql)l* Qlz < Es(1 + / 11, 1) on [t1 1 hl 
and with (22) 
j h,(t) - h,(t,)l < t/’ (1 + 1 h, I)lja dt 9 E(& - tI>(l + H,(t, , t,))ll”, 
h 
thus 
f-G, > t,) < I Wdl + E(t, - t&l + JW, , &W’“. 
Since by an elementary calculation 
N Sa a + b(1 + x)r/s implies x < a + ba112 f 6 + b2 
for positive n, b and x, it follows (24). 
LElVIhKA 2. If for a sohtion of (1) besides (20) also 
rj(t) 3 cl > 0 on t, < t < t” for j=l OY 2 (27) 
with some constant cl , then for k = 3 - j and suitable constants c, and c3 
I h,&jl d c, , rk(t) < c3 on t, 6 t < t”. (28) 
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Proof. Lemma 1 now is applicable with c = c, , tl = to , and t* instead 
of t, in the right hand side of (24), for every t, in [t, , t*). With (22) then 
follows boundedness of hk(t) as stated. Further, from (21) 
thus 
r,(5) < r,(t,) + jt2 [2(c2 + ri1)]l12 dt, 
t1 
(to < t, d t, < t”). 
Assuming rrc(t2) > rkO 3 rB(tO) it follows the existence of ‘tl in to < tl < t, 
with rk(tl) = rkO and rr(t) > rkO for tl < t < t, . By the preceding estimate 
then 
c&J < TkO + ct* - to)[2(c, + r;;))ll” = c, . 
Hence rk(t) is bounded on [to , t*), and the proof of (28) is complete. 
LEMMA 3. Under the assumptions of Lemma 2 for j = 2, say, let now 
lim inf rl(t) = 0 (as t + t* - 0). 
Then 
lim rl(t) = 0 and lim ~ 
s 
t dt 
t” %P) < m 
(as t + t* - 0). 
Proof. Put R, = r12. By (28) and (29), with a suitable constant c, , 
fi12 < 8r,(v,c, + 1) < ca2 on to < t < t”. (30) 
Thus (as t -+ t* - 0) 
lim R,(t) = R,(t,) + It* &dt exists and equals 0, 
to 
since l&(t) also is continuous on [to , t*) and lim inf R, = 0 by assumption. 
This implies the first statement of Lemma 3. Furthermore, from (21) and (25) 
. . 
RI = 2412 + 2ql * & = 4hl + 2m,rT1 + 2m,b(t, ql) * q1 , 
hence for to < t < t* 
s t dt ml - = ‘2 (&i,(t) - &to)) - [lo W, + d@, ~111 . 4 dt, tlJ +-1(t) (31) 
and here the right hand side is bounded on [to , t*) by (30), (28) fork = 1 now, 
and (26), according to the assumptions of Lemma 3, i.e., (27) and (23) for 
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j = 2. Since rr(t) is continuous and > 0 on [t,, , t*)> it then follows the 
existence of the improper integral 
s 
t* Jdt- = lim t at 
to 5;(t) I- to r&> (ast+t” -0). 
As usual we shall denote a solution curve in Ra of (l), satisfying (201, a 
“collision path to P, ,” if lim rk(t) = 0 as t + t* - 0; and then we say : P 
collides with Pr, at time t*. Since r, + ~~ > 1 - E > 0 by (2) and (3), it 
follows for a collision path, to PI say, that (27) forj = 2, and thus the assump- 
tions of Lemma 3, hold. Hence the so called “Sundman integral” along a 
collision path to PI , given in (32), converges in the elliptic restricted 3- 
body-problem. 
III. A REAL SINGULARITY OF A SOLUTION IMPLIES COLLISION 
We now consider the equations of motion for P in the equivalent form (181, 
(19). Here 7 is related to t of (1) by (3), and pa = r;rrk by (7) and (9). The 
(real) solution 
of (19), belonging to given initial values co = [(TJ with plpz > 0, is holo- 
morphic at 7 = T,, and shall be analytically continued for r > 7. . Then either 
C(T) is holomorphic for all 7 > T,, , or there occurs a first singularity of 
{(T); i.e., of at least one k(~) or qj(~), (j = 1,2, 3); at some real date 7* > 7. . 
Clearly, pip2 f 0 so long as C(T) remains holomorphic. We put 
LEMMA 4. Let t; = C(T) be a solution of (19), .which is holomorphic for 
T” < 7 < T* and singular at r*, (To < T* < +-co). Then 
lim sup R([(T)) = +OO (as T -+ T* - 0). (34) 
Proof. (indirect). Assume existence of a constant C, > 0 with 
R1(&-)) < cl on To < T < 7’. (41 
Since on the solution [(T) of (19) the Hamiltonian H = H([(Q-); 01(r)), given 
by (18), satisfies with (33) 
dH/dT = aH/&- = -E’(T) R(~(T)), 
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we obtain, after integrating from T,, to 7, boundedness of H on {(T) for 
r,, < 7 < T* using (16) and (A,). Th ere f ore also H + CX(T) R is bounded and 
from (18), (33) and (A,) f o 11 ows, with a suitable constant C, , 
on To < 7 < T*. 
Now, from (A,) and (B,) with (33) and (9) follows that the considered real 
Solution curve [ = c(T), (70 < 7 < T*) is contained in some closed and 
bounded point set D of the (real) 6-dimensional ([j , yj)-space (j = 1, 2, 3) 
such that the Hamiltonian H of (18) is a holomorphic function of & , q and 
7 on D x [T,, , T*]. But then from a theorem of PainlevC [7] follows that the 
solution [(T) of (19) is holomorphic also at 7 = T*, against the assumption 
of Lemma 4. Hence there is no C, with (A,), and (34) is implied. 
LEMMA 5. Under the assumptions of Lemma 4 zue have 
lim inf pk(T) = 0 (as 7 + T* - 0) for k=l or 2. (35) 
Proof. (indirect). Assume existence of a constant c,, > 0 with 
P&9 I Pb) 2 co on To < 7 < T*. (-4 
Then, since rL = ropl, and r. 3 1 - E, the solution p(t) of (1) corresponding 
to c(T) by (5) and (8) satisfies (27) with c, = c,(l - c) and t* determined by 
T* using (3), for j = 1 andj = 2. By Lemma 2 now rk(t) is bounded, thus 
also pk(t) and by (9) then 
is bounded on To < T < T*. 
This together with (A,) and (33) implies boundedness of R([(T)) on [To , T*); 
giving a contradiction to (34). It follows (35). 
It is conceivable that there are solutions ((7) of (19) such that (35) holds 
for k = 1 and k = 2. This would correspond to a “simultaneous collision” 
of P with PI and P2 at T*, and is not ruled out simply by the fact that 
p1 + pz > 1 from (9); (confront our definition of “collision” with Pk , given 
at the end of Section II, however), We will show that a singularity of this 
type for c(T) cannot occur at a real finite date T*. 
In case of the (circular) restricted 3-body-problem (E = 0) a proof of the 
last statement is easy using (33) since the conclusion in (34) of Lemma 4 can 
then be sharpened to Iim R({(T)) = +ac, (as Q- + T* - 0) by availability of 
the Jacobi integral H = const. on c(T), with a(~) = 1 in (18) : Namely, we 
now indirectly infer (A,) and (B,), not on [To , T”), but for infinitely many 
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7, of [TV , T*) accumulating at T*. Application of Cauchy’s existence theorem 
to the solution of (19) through [(T,) f or 7 near 7, and sufficiently large n then 
would imply holomorphy of c(T) at 7 = T*, against the assumption of Lemma 
4. 
A proof for the elliptic restricted 3-body-problem has been found recently 
by L. Markus and C. Weaver [4]. Here we present a suitable modification of 
their proof. 
LEMMA 6. In the conclusion, (35), of Lemma 5 the “or” is exclusive. 
Proof. (indirect). Assume (35) for k = 1 and k = 2. Then, for the 
solution p(t) of (1) corresponding to t(T), we have 
liminfr,(t)=O (ast-+t*-0) for k=landk=2, (A3) 
and (20), by the assumption of Lemma 4; with t* < CO determined by 7* 
using (3). Let B, denote the closed ball in R3 around Pp defined by 
9.k f / p - p, 1 < p = $(l - E), (k = 1,2). 
Then B, and B, are disjoint and their distance is at least 2/3 for all real t, by 
(2) and (3). Since p(t) is continuous on [t, , t*), P travels according to (Aa) 
infinitely often from B, to B, and back as t increases from t, towards t*. 
Hence there exists a sequence of dates tl , t, ,.... with 
t n-l < t, < t* for n 2 1, and lim t, = t* (as n -+ co), (36) 
such that for the considered solution curvep = p(t), (to < t < t*) in R3 
rl(t) > B for t2n-l d t < t,, , %@2n) = P, 
r2(t> > B for t,, < t < L+l , r2(t,,,-,) = A 
i 
f-2(&) = 8, p = $(I - 6) > 0, (n = 1, 2 ,...... . 11 
Now, using (22) we introduce for n > 1 the (nonnegative) constants 
44 = [fW2, , t2,+W2, B(n) = [H2(tenpl , t,)]1’2 
and obtain by (37) from Lemma 1, putting 6, E t, - t--1 , 
44 d (1 + &dl + I W,nF2), 




after simply writing c instead of c” from (24). Further, by (211, (2) and (3) 
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hence with (37), at t = t2,+l 
I h2 I -=I I hl I + B-’ + 2 I Al I(1 Al I + P-Y2 + jo2 < (I h, P2 + Cl)", 
and similarly 
I 6, I -=c (Ih, /1/Z + cljz at t = t,, 9 (n 2 1) 
with a suitable constant c, > 0, which does not depend on n. With (22) and 
(38) thus 
I Mbz)l G (W + c1)2, I k&z-,)I < (A@ - 1) + cd2, (40) 
and from (39) and (40) now 
A(n) < (1 + cS,,+d(l + cS,,>(4 - 1) + 2cl + 3, (n 3 1). 
By induction over n 
2?l+1 
A(n) < (40) + nc2> lJ (1 + 4, c2 = 2c, + 2. 
j=2 
From (36) follows the (absolute) convergence of 
f 4 = ji2 (G - 4-d = t* - t, , thus 
j-2 
fj (1 + csj) < 03, 
and therefore finally, with a suitable constant ca independent of n, 
A(n) < c,n for n > 1. (41) 
Now, using (37) there is for every n > 1 a date t,’ in [t,,  t,,,) such that 
az') = P and yl(t) > p for t,' -c t ==c t2*+1 ; 
i.e., P travels from B, to B, when t increases from t,’ to t2s+l . In this time 
interval therefore by (21), (2), (22) and (38), with cl as in (40), 
I P I = I B + A I < 2(l 4 I + P-Y + I A I < W(n) + 4 ; 
and since the distance of B, and B, is at least 2/3, we then get with (41) 
a3 < 1;;” Iml at < 2S2?z+&,n + Cl), (S, = t, - t,-l; n > 1). 
Hence 6, 3 bn-l for odd natural n and some b > 0 independent of n. This 
implies divergence of 
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in contradiction to (36), where t* is finite. Thus (As) cannot hold, and from 
Lemma 5 follows Lemma 6. 
From Lemma 6 (or from the negation of (As)) follows immediately that 
(27) holds for the solution considered here (i.e., in Lemma 4). By Lemma 5 
and Lemma 3 we thus get 
THEOREM 1. Let 5 = C(T) be a solution of (19) with (IS), Which is holovnor- 
phic for 7,, < 7 < T* and singular at T*, (TV < T* < +a). Then 
either lim pr(~) = 0 or lim ~~(7) = 0 (as 7 --f T* - 0). (42) 
Thus a first real singularity of t(T) at T*, or equivalently of p(r) at t*, 
corresponds to a collision of P with either PI or Pz at that date, according to 
our definition at the end of Section II. The actual existence of collision paths 
to PI or Ps , however, still remains to be shown. 
IV. NATURE OF A REAL SINGULARITY AND 
EXISTENCE OF COLLISION TRAJECTOR.IE~ 
Under the assumptions of Theorem 1 we will first investigate the nature 
of the singularity T* of [(T). For this purpose we introduce a new time param- 
eter s = s(T) along C(T) (TV < T < T*) by 
(43) 
Then, since p1 + pz > 1 and Ye = rOpk with Y, = lo(r) from (3), it follows 
from Theorem 1 and Lemma 3 that 
*+* dT I .t* dt -= Y -70 P J - = s* to r1ye (0 < s* < co) (44) 
exists. By (43) also th e unique inverse relation 7 = T(S) is determined for 
0 < s < s*, and lim T(s) = T* as s -+ s* - 0. We shall see that the func- 
tions ti(T(s)) of s, in particular; i.e., the position coordinates of P determined 
by our solution t(T) of (19), (j = 1, 2, 3); and also T(s) are holomorphic even 
at s = s*, and that they admit unique real analytic continuation with in- 
creasing s through s*. 
To this end we consider the holomorphic functions of s (on 0 < s < s*) : 
Xi(s) G+S &j(T(s>>v Y&J = TiW), (j = I,% 3) 
$(s) = f&(s), Y,(s); +))I Y&) = T(S), 
(45) 
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determined by our solution ((7) of (18), (19). They are solutions of the canoni- 
cal system (with ’ = d/A) 
LXk’ = Way, , y; = --aG/h, , (k = 1, 2, 3,4) (46) 
of now 4 degrees of freedom, formed with the conservative Hamiltonian 
function 
G = (H(xj > yj ; ~4) - ~4 P = G(xk: , ytc), (47) 
as a consequence of (19) and (43). Especially G&(s), yk(s)) = 0 for 
0 < s < s*. 
Now, by Theorem 1, (9) and (45) 
lim(x,(s), x~(s), pa) = (m, 0, 0) (as s --f s* - 0), (48) 
where m stands for either m, or - m2 ; and by (43) and (44) 
lim p(s) = 0, lim y4(s) = 7* (as s--f s* - 0). 
Also, from (46), (47) and (18) 
(49) 
x4(s) = x,(O) - j-1 a'( y4) (; '$ xj2 + 2 + 2) p ds, (0 < s < s*) 
and since here the integrand remains continuous and bounded on [0, s*) by 
(16), (48), (49) and definition of p in (43), it follows the existence of 
lim X4(s) = h* (as s + s* - 0). (50) 
Hence, as s -+ s* - 0, lim pH = 0 by (45) and (49); and with (18), (43) and 
(48) 
W.(y, + x2j2 + (y2 - x1j2 + ys21 P = 247*) m, > 0, 
where r equals that one of the numbers 1 or 2, for which lim pr(s) = 0. This 
implies boundedness of p(yr + n2)2 and p(yz - xl)2 on [0, s*), in particular, 
and then, using (49) and (48), 
lim p2(y1 + X2)2 = lim p2(y2 - x1)?’ = 0 = lim pyr = lim py2 ; 
hence 
lim p(s) $ yr2(s) = 2mp(~*) (for collision at P,), 
(51) 
limiyj2(s) = +co (ass-+s* -0); (7 = 1 or 2). 
1 
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Thus at least one y,(s), (j = 1,2, 3) is still singular at s = s*. We therefore 
introduce in addition to (45) the variables uk = uk(s) and vB = q(s) by the 
canonical transformation 
with m from (48) and x, = x,(s), yn = Ye, where 
A( Yn) = Yj Y-2, y2 sz Yi 2 Yn 3 (j = 1,2,3) 
n=1 
and Sj, are the elements of the unit matrix. Thus the yi(s), (j = 1,2, 3) are 
subjected to a transformation by reciprocal radii to yield the q(s) with 
lim vj(s) = 0 (as s -+ s* - 0), (j = 1,2,3) (54) 
by (51). (53) can be obtained from a generating function W by solving 
for pj and z& , using the matrix identity (with j, n = 1,2, 3) 
mw9d)-l = wjljiaYn))yj=v j = Y4wdaYn)), (53)” 
resulting from vj = ~/~~(yr , ya , ys) being involutory. This also implies that 
the inverse canonical transformation of (52) is given by 
.Yj = ffzs,, + fpj(U, , v,), Yj = vw4 
(j, n = 1, 2, 3). 
(55) 
x4 = 244 , 3'4 = v4 , 
Hence from (46) and (52) for our new functions uk(s), Q(S) 
ilKI = aqav,, ~‘~1 = -aqau,, (I? = 1, 2, 3, 4) 
F = F(z+ , vk) ES G(x, , yJ with xk , yk from (55). 
(56) 
The foregoing holds for sg < s < s*, where the up(s) and vJ,s) are holo- 
morphic, with suitable s0 > 0 such that y(s) f 0 on [se, s*), observing (53) 
and (51). 
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Now, from (55) and (53) 
and m = (-1)r m3+ for collision at P, . Thus by (9) and (45) 
pT = uv2, p3--T = [l + q- 1)’ v&h 3 %> + fJ2,411’2 ; 
and by (52), (53), (51) and (43) 
lim U(S) = lim pry2 = 2m,a(t-*) (as s -+ s* - 0), 
(57) 
(58) 
if lim pr = 0, (r = 1 or 2). We cannot yet conclude that also lim uj(s) as 
s -+ s* - 0 exists for j = 1, 2, 3; but clearly from (52), (50) and (49) 
lim uq(s) = h*, lim vq(s) = T* (as s -+ s* - 0). (59) 
Now from (56), (47), (18), (43) and (57) 
F = p3-+. [; + 24~1x2 - ~234) + F (1 - +~a)) f xj 




Xi = (--l)rSjlm3+ + up2 - ~v,C unvn; w2 = c wn2, (w = u, v). 
1 1 
From (58), respectively from (57), (53) and (54) 
0 < mra.(7*) < u(s) = [$ u,~(s)]~‘~ < 371~+47*), 
(61) 
I PLN - 1 I < $9 u(s) G(s) < g for so < s < s* 
with suitable sa > 0. It follows then from (54), (59) and (61) that the con- 
sidered (holomorphic) solution curve 
Uk = Uk(S), vk = ‘Ok($ (so < s < s* ; k = 1,2, 3, 4) (62) 
of (56) is contained in some closed and bounded point set S of the (real) 
8-dimensional (uk , v,)-space such that, according to (57) and (60), F is a 
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holomorphic function of u k , wk on S. By a theorem of PainlevC f7] now the 
solution in (62) can be analytically continued with increasing s through s*, 
and especially the u?(s) and V%(S) are holomorphic also at s = s*, 
(k = 1, 2, 3,4); the same is true for U(S), and thus for p,(s) by (57). In partic- 
ular, there exist 
lim u?(s) I uj* (as s -+ S* - 0), (j = 1,2, 3), 
and by (54), (59) and (58), for r = 1 or 2 
uj(s*) = uj*, wj(s*) =0, (j = L&3), fds*) = ’ (63) 
u&*) = h”, w*(s*) = T*, i uj*” = 4nz,w(T*). 
1 
From (56), (60) and (63) the following Taylor series expansions are seen to 
begin as 
z+(s) = uj* - 2s~gmll~zg”1(T*)(--1)r(S - s*> + a*., 
Wj(S) = -(uj*/4ml.ci(T*))(s - s*) + .--, (j = 1,2,3) 
xj(s) = mSjl - &.dj*(s - s*>8 + .-a, (m = (- l)“~~z~-r) 
and by (57) then (r always is either 1 or 2) 
(64) 
(65? 
p,(s) = $m+(T*)(s - s*)2 + . . . . 
and with (45) and (55) after integration 
PB--T(s) = 1 + **-> (66) 
T(S) = w&) = T* $ &m,Ct(T*)(S - S*)3 -+ . . . . (67) 
By (64) the yj(s) = vi(s) V-“( ) s are holomorphic, or have a pole of order 1, 
if uj* # 0, (which happens for at least one j = I, 2, 3) at s = se. By (45), 
(65) and (67) the original solution 4 = c(T) of (19) has at 7 = T* a branch 
point of order 2 (consistent with the well known situation in the circular 
restricted 3-body-problem). All preceding power series have real coefficients, 
since our solution in (62) is real and so are the values in (63). By (65) and 
(67) thus the analytic continuation with increasing s through s* yields real 
values for the coordinates X~ = ~j(T) of P, (using (45)), while 7 increases 
through T*; and the collision path in R3 is seen to have a cusp at P, in direc- 
tion of the vector (Us*, us*, u3*). For all sufficiently small 7 > T* we have 
again pips > 0, or v f 0 and y f 0, so that (52) and (55) are applicable, and 
then (56) is equivalent to (19) with (IS), since the relation G@,(s), y,(s)) = 0 
is preserved after analytic continuation, for s* < s < s1 and suitable s, > se. 
Summarizing we obtain with Theorem 1 
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THEOREM 2. A solution 5 = C(T) of (19) with (18) has in a neighborhood 
of a$rst real singularity T*, which then is date of a collision of P with P, , (and 
reverse; r is either 1 or 2) a representation by irregular power series with real 
coeficients, progressing with increasing integral powers of (r - ,*)1j3 : 
&(T) = (-l)%Qn,~, -- *uj* [ mrU;T*) (T - 7*)]2’3 + .*., 
Q(T) = (-Uj*/llz,ol(T*)) [ mra;T*) (T - T*)]-1’3 + “‘, (j = 1, 2:; 
which give the &qUe Yea1 UndytiC COntinUatiOn of t(T) from T* - /3 < 7 < T* 
say, to T* < 7 < T* + /3 with suitable p > 0, where 5 = t(T) is a holomorphic 
solution of (19) again, by choosing the real branch of (T - T*)1’3 a,?so for 7 > T*. 
Finally, it follows the existence of collision paths to P, , or the occurrence 
of a first singularity T* > To for suitable solutions of (19) with pip2 # 0 at 
7 = T,, : Namely, (56) with (60) d ‘t a mi s a real solution uIi = uB(s), v,, = vk(s) 
with “initial” values at s = s* given as in (63), where now ur*, u2*, ~a*, h* 
and T* are arbitrary (real) up to the restriction imposed by the last equation 
in (63). This solution then satisfies 
q%(s), %(S)) = const. = F(+(s*), vL(s*)) = 0 
and is holomorphic for 1 s - s* 1 < b with suitable 6 > 0. Especially, the 
representations (64) to (67) are valid there, thus pIp2 # 0 for s, < s < s* and 
some s, with s* - b < sa < s*. Hence our solution of (56) for sa < s < s* 
is mapped by (55) on o t a solution of (46) and then by (45) with (43) onto a 
solution of (19) with (18), since G = 0 along the solution. Also, by (67), 
which is here equivalent to (43), we have To = T(so) < T* for suitable s,, . But 
then the obtained solution 5 = c(T) of (19) is holomorphic for 7s < 7 < T* 
and singular at T* with p,.(~*) = 0; thus proving our statement. 
It is seen from (63) that the manifold of collision trajectories to P,. in the 
phase space of (19) depends on 3 real parameters for given r( = 1 or 2) and 
collision date T*. 
V. EXISTENCEANDREGULARIZATIONOFSOLUTIONSFORALL REAI.~ 
According to Theorem 2 a (real) solution 5 = c(T) of (19) belonging to 
given initial values with p1p2 > 0 at 7 = r0 can be uniquely continued along 
the real T-axis through a first singularity, say T1* > To (if any), as a real 
analytic solution of (19). For some ~r > 71” the values 5, = [(pi) with 
pIp2 > 0 can be taken as “initial” values at 7 = T1 for a solution of (19) 
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again. It follows that the foregoing conclusion holds at the next singularity 
of C(T), say ~a* > TV* (if any), too. Hence C(T) can be uniquely continued 
along the positive real T-axis (and similarly with decreasing 7 along the nega- 
tive real r-axis) to any (real) finite date, thus defining the (real) solution 
5 = C(T) of (19) on the entire real T-axis, if the possibly occurring real 
singularities of <(Tj d o not have a finite cluster point. The latter condition 
actually is always satisfied as we will show in the following. 
For this purpose we first investigate the behavior of h, from (21) at a first 
singularity t* > t, being date of a collision of P with P, , say. According to 
our previous results, the time t and the 3 coordinates of P considered as 
functions of s have holomorphic extensions from 0 < s < s* to a neigh- 
borhood of s*, (t(0) = to , t(s*) = t*); given by (3) and (67), respectively by 
(5), (8), (45) and (65). Since & = Sq,‘, and S = l/t’ has a pole at s = s*, it 
follows from (21) and (2), using rb = ropk and (66), that h, is holomorphic on 
0 < / s - s* 1 < b for suitable 6 > 0, with at most a pole at s = s*, (k = 1, 2). 
On the other hand, h,. remains bounded as s--f s* - 0, by Lemma 2, since 
(27) holds for j = 3 - Y. Hence h,. is holomorphic at s = s*. Considered as 
a function of t thus h, has a unique real continuation with increasing t 
through t*, and h,,. is continuous at t = t *, by (3) and (67). Clearly, after 
analytic continuation along the real T-axis we obtain the same behavior of the 
relative energies h, (R = 1, 2) of P at every encountered collision. 
Now we can extend Lemma 1 by dispensing with the earlier condition (20). 
LEMMA 7. Let c > 0 be given. If a solution of (1) can be continued on the 
interval t, < t < t*, then the assumption (23) implies again the conclusion (24), 
with k = 3 -j, ofLemma 1. 
Proof. In the interval tl < t < t, there are at most finitely many singulari- 
ties of the considered solution, at which h, is still continluous by the foregoing. 
Hence H,(t, , tJ is defined. Introducing s as independent variable by (43) 
and (3) we get 
h,' = eW, qd . 91' and q;;’ = 2t’ i t’h, + 1111 z-Yl 1 
by anlytic continuation from (25) and (21). Hence,, as in the proof of 
Lemma 1, 
1 h,’ 1 < ~(1 + 1 h, I)“” t’, (s1 < s < Se) 
and (24) follows as before. 
THEOREM 3. If a (real) solution 5 = <(T) of (19) with (18) yields by con- 
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tinuation along the real r-axis for T > T,, exactly the injinitely many singulari- 
ties TV*, TV*,..., in increasing order, then 
lim Tn * = .+oo (asn+ +03). 
Proof. (indirect). Assume 
limr,* = T* < +oo (as n-+ +co). (AJ 
Since the T,* are dates of collision, we get the validity of (35), with T* > 0 in 
new meaning from (AJ now. Also, as in the proof of Lemma 6, it follows that 
the “or” in (35) is exclusive: Namely, each TV* determines uniquely a t,* by 
(3) such that the sequence {tn*, n 3 I} is monotonically increasing to some 
finite limit, t*, which enters into (Aa) and (36). We observe that (20) then 
does no longer hold, but p(t) is still continuous on [to , t*), the constants in 
(38) are defined again (by (22), according to the above described behavior 
of h,(t) at collision), and (39) holds by Lemma 7 and (37). Hence, one rj(t) is 
ultimately bounded away from zero, or with (35) 
lim inf rI(t) = 0 (as t + t* - 0) and r2(t) > cl on [tm*, t*), (B4) 
say, with suitable c, > 0 and (fixed) natural m. It follows (28) for K = 1 with 
t, m * instead of t, , by Lemma 7; as in the proof of Lemma 2, but with a new 
choice of rlcO > 0 now. Then also the conclusion of Lemma 3 (with t* > 0 in 
new meaning) is implied: Namely, (30) holds with t,,n,* instead of to , since 
by (29) and (28) it holds with the same cs and c, in every interval & < t < t,* 
(n >, RZ) at first, and ri(t) is still continuous and vanishes at t = t,* by (BJ 
implying the same for l&(t). Thus l?,(t) is continuous and bounded on 
[tltz*, t*), implying existence of 
lim &l(t) = 0 = lim rI(t) (as t + t* - 0) G> 
using & = ri2 and (BJ. Similarly, (31) with to replaced by tin* holds for 
t,* < t < t*, where the right hand side of (31) is continuous by the fore- 
going and bounded by (30), (28) and (26), the latter implied by (B4); while 
the left hand side of (3 1) is a sum of improper integrals, which exist, since (31) 
holds for any (to, t) with tzpl < to < t < tn*, originally. Thus the correspond- 
ing Sundman integral, given by (32) again, but with t* in new meaning, 
converges (as a consequence of (AJ). Therefore with p from (43) it follows 
the existence of 
I 
7* dr - E s* < +co, lim s n * = s* , 
70 p 
(s?%* = 1::’ f, CD*) 
analogous to (44), but with T* in new meaning now. Especially, the relation 
between s and 7 in (43) can be uniquely inverted on 0 < s < s* again; and 
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p(sn*) = 0 for n = 1,2,..., by definition of s,*. But, by the same steps and 
conclusions as in Section IV one sees that p(s), in particular, is holomorphic 
even at s = s* : Namely, (48) holds with ?rz = --ma by (C$, (50) holds with 
a new h*, and in (51) and thereafter Y = I. Also, +(s) and Q(S) can be intro- 
duced by (52) with the same 111 = ---ma on every interval s,*-~ < s < sn*, 
(rz > m from (B4)), leading to (56) there. But our original treatment in 
Section IV showed that these +(s) and Q(S) are holomorphic at every s,* too, 
thus they represent a single holomorphic solution of (56) on the entire interval 
s, < s < 9, at least. (In fact, this solution defines by (5.9, (45) and (43) the 
real analytic continuation of ((7) for TV* < T < 7*, and the singularities TV*, 
assumed in Theorem 3 with (Aa) now.) It then follows as in Section IV that 
this solution has a holomorphic extension to a neighborhood of s* from (Da). 
We have thus arrived at a contradiction : p(s) is holomorphic at s = s* and 
does not vanish identically, but p(s) also has the infinitely many zeros s,“, 
which cluster at s* by (03; which is impossible. Hence T* in the assumption 
(&) cannot be finite, and Theorem 3 is proven. 
We remark that in case of the circular restricted 3-body-problem (E = 0) 
we can prove more easily an even stronger result than Theorem 3, namely 
the existence of a positive lower bound E* for the time interval ~,*,r - T,* 
between any two successive collisions (?z = I, 2,...), where E* depends only 
on m, , ma and the Jacobi-constant h* of the solution : 
For, let us consider the solution near a singularity I~*, for which we now 
write simply T*. Then as in Section IV we obtain from (56) and (63j, with 
(60) and (57), the representations (64) to (67) on / s -- s* / < r*, say, and 
ZQ(S) = const. = h*, since a(T) = I now by (16). Here r* > 0 depends on 
h* and lrz,. only, and not upon the particular point 
3 
U* G (ul*, uz*, u3*) on the sphere S, : C u?? = 47n,a, (ui* real) 
from (63), nor upon T*, as an application of the existence theorem for analytic 
differential equations to (56) shows; since F = F(uj , z’$ , II*) from (60) is 
holomorphic and bounded by a constant depending only on / h* j in the 
complex domain 
I uj - uj* I < cr, lwj/ Gcr, (j = 1,2,3), (u* on S,) 
for suitable c, > 0 depending on rrz, > 0 only. Also, in particular 
,0(S) = T’(S) = &,l& - S*)’ + fj U&L*, h*)(S - S*) 
n=3 
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from (43) and (67), is holomorphic in q*, ug*, ~a* and s on 
s, x (1 s - s* 1 < r+), 
and thus ( p(s)\ < B there, with B depending at most on h* and m, , but not 
on s* (nor u*), since the a, are independent of s*. Hence 
for ] s -s* 1 < Y* and then 
p(s) 3 a m,(s 1 - s*)~ and 7 - 7* 3 12 mr(s - s*y 
for s* < s < s* + b, where b 3 
my*3 > o 
4B f rnrre2 
depends on h* and m,. only. Thus p(s) vanishes in [s*, s* + b] only 
at s=s*~s* and for the next collision necessarily ~;l*+~ > s,* + b, 
hence ~z+, - 7, 1E *’ > m,b3/12; which p roves our statement, since Y is either 
1 or 2 for all n. 
Collecting the previous results we obtain 
THEOREM 4. Every solution p = p(t) of (1) with (2) and (3) exists for 
- 03 < t < + co and describes a continuous curve in R3. The realjnite singular- 
ities of p(t), if such OCCUY, are branch points of order 2 at dates of collision of P 
with either PI or P2 , and p(t) admits unique real analytic continuation tlzrough 
such dates. Especially, the parameter s, which is de$ned by 
s t dt .y= -- 0 r1r2 3 s(t; p) 
along the entire solution, represents a local unaformizing variable at every branch 
point of p(t) and yields t and p as holomorphic functions of s on 
s(-qp) <s < s(+co;p). 
COROLLARY. The mass point P cannot be rejected to infinity in finite time t, 
(but possibly for fkite s). 
We remark here that there exist solutions of (l), which, when considered 
as functions of the above regularizing parameters, have a real finite singularity 
s* > 0 corresponding to rejection of P to infinity as t -+ +OO; i.e., 
0 < t < +co is mapped onto 0 < s < s*. This follows from an easy 
generalization to the elliptic case of the derivation at the end of [6]. 
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VI. WhLDVOGEL’S REGULARIZATION OF EQUhTIONS OF MOTION IN R3 
It is easy to introduce s from (43) as a new independent variable into the 
equations of motion (15) say, by use of 
7' = P = PlP2, d&dr = f’p-I, d2tldT2 = (rp - cf’p’) p-3 
(with ’ = d/ds). The resulting equations for ,$(j = I, 2, 3) have right hand 
sides, which according to the foregoing are holomorphic functions of s on 
every solution & = &j(s), even at collisions. But, these right hand sides as 
functions of the fi are still singular at collision, since they contain terms like 
6 - 4 p,l, E3'P'P-1, etc. ; 
which furthermore present numerical difficulties for the calculation of 
trajectories near collision already. It is desirable to produce a form of the 
equations of motion, which allows at least unrestricted numerical calculation 
of the holomorphic solution & = &(s)(i = 1,2, 3) on its maximal real 
duration in s. Actually it is possible to transform (in the large) the equations 
of motion into an explicit first order system of differential equations, whose 
right hand sides are holomorphic functions of all dependent variables on that 
part of the space of these variables, which contains all trajectories of P 
(-00 <t < +co). Such a regularization of the equations of motion has 
been achieved recently by J. Waldvogel [Z] for the difficult case of 3-dimen- 
sional motion of P, based on [8]. 
In contrast to this global regularization our transformations in Section IV, 
with result (56) and (60), achieved regularization of the equations of motion 
at P, , but not simultaneously at Pspr , (r = 1,2). Still, these equations 
offer an interesting alternative to those of Waldvogel for the treatment of 
collision trajectories. We remark that for the case of 2-dimensional motion 
of P (in the orbital plane of PI and P2) global regularization of the equations 
of motion can be achieved quite easily and similar to the long known regulari- 
zations of the restricted three body problem in the plane as follows: 
Starting from (46), with (47) and (18), we put xs = y3 = 0 (Pin P) and 
introduce 
Xl FE 81 + ix, , x2 E x1 - ix, , Yl Ez y1 - iy2 ) Yl; sz y1 + iy, , (69) 
and X, = 2x, I Y, = ya , to obtain the equivalent canonical system 
x; = aQal7,, ITk' = -aQaxr: , (k = i,2,4j (70) 
with the Hamiltonian function 
Q: f [( Yl + iX2)( Y2 -. ix,> - a~l~2 - 2a: c: + zj - x,] p, (71) 
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where 
P12 = (Xl + f~B)(-G + m2), Pz2 = (Xl - Fl)(x, - f%), p = p1p2 
a = a(Y‘J. 
The canonical substitution 
x, = f&), yk: = +lf’(uk), (k = 1,2), X, = us, Y4 = ~a (72) 
with an analytic function of the complex variable u, given by (say) 
f(u) = #8 + 2a + u-2), u = m, - m2 ) (f’(U) 3 dfdu) (73) 
(see [6]), transforms (70) into the equivalent (conservative) system 
%x1 = aG*/avk, vkf = -aqaUk, (k = 1,2,3) (74) 
with 
Now the original equations of motion (19) with (18), (16), and 5s = r/s = 0, 
are through (43), (45), (69), (72), and (73), e q uivalent to (74) with the restric- 
tion that the initial values at s = 0 satisfy the relations (where a bar denotes 
the complex conjugate): 
u2=%, v2 - Vl , u2 real, v3 = 7, G” = 0. (76) 
Then (76) holds along the entire solution by (74) and (75); and 
4p = g(ur)g(u,). Also, by inspection of (75) one recognizes that (74) gives 
the desired regularized form of the equations of motion for P, as a consequence 
of Theorem 4 and its Corollary together with x1 + h, = f(zdi) and (73) to 
(76). 
We mention that replacing u by e”, respectively by u112, in the definition of 
f(u) above would produce the well known conformal transformations of 
Thiele-Burrau, respectively of Birkhoff, which they had introduced for the 
restricted three body problem long ago. It is interesting to compare (74) and 
(75) with the result obtained at the end of [5]. 
We now come to the more difficult problem of regularization of the equa- 
tions of motion simultaneously at PI and P2 in the case of 3-dimensional 
motion of P. The following derivation differs from that of Waldvogel by a 
more satisfactory treatment of a nonholonomic constraint and of the demon- 
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stration of equivalence of certain Lagrangian systems of equations, besides a 
simpler presentation with the help of quaternions and an easier handling of 
the time transformation. (The problems treated in our preceding Sections I to 
V are not considered in [2]). 
To derive Waldvogel’s transformation we start from Birkhoff’s conformal 
mapping 
x Es x1 + ix2 = $(u + 20 + u-l), 
u = u1 + iu, , (U = m, - m2 , m, + m, = I), (77) 
which also can be represented by composition of 
wfl 2 2x-u===1+- 
w-l’ 
w = 212, a=1+ *, (77)” 
It would be natural to replace u by a quaternion U to obtain a 4-dimensional 
analogue of this mapping, which, by imposing a suitable constraint, would be 
reduced to three dimensions. We write for quaternions with real z+ , u2, z&s, uq: 
U = u1 + u2e2 + u3e3 + u4e4 , 
1 u 1 E (uu*y’” > 0, 
U* = u1 - u2e2 - u3e3 - u4e, , 
(78) 
where, as usual, addition is defined Iike that for vectors, and multiplication is 
induced by 
e22 = e 2 = e42 = -1 
3 e2e3 = -e3e2 = e4 , e3e4 = -e4e3 = e, , 
e4e2 = -e,e, = e3 ; 
and we recall that the quaternions form a (noncommutative) field. Now, 
already the 3diiensional mapping W = V” with V = v1 + v,e, + v,e, is 
singular in the finite (vr , vz , v,)-space not only at the origin (as in (77)), but 
on the entire plane vr = 0; since its functional determinant vanishes there. 
To avoid the implied difficulties among others, (77)” will be generalized 
actually as follows 
2 
2x--0=1+ w*-l) W= -Ve4V*e4, V= 1 +& (79) 
using (78). Here (agreeing with (1) in [2] apart from notation) 
w = v12 - vgil - 213’ + v4” + 2(vp2 - v3v$ e2 + 2(v,v3 -!- QV4) e3 




CD E ((awj/aq”)) = 2 
t 
-w’e -27s 
u2 vJl -u4 2: , @CD= 41 Vj213, (80) 
03 V4 01 i % 
where an exponent T denotes the transposed matrix and I, the n x n unit 
matrix (here and in the following). Further, from (79) and by comparison 
with (53) and (53)* 
YJ3!P3=  I Iv - 1 I-V3 
!P4!P4= 41 U - 1 I-“I, 
for Y3 = ((ax,/azuj)) = !F3=, 
for Y, = ((ao,/au,)) = ul,=, 
V-W* 
hence 
aoT = 161 W - 1 1-4 I V 12 1 U - 1 I-“Ia for 
0 = ((ax&)) = Y3@Y4 ) (X = x1 + x2e2 + x3e3). 
(81) 
Furthermore from (79) 
Iv - 1 = - [(V - 1) e4( V* - 1) + (V - 1) e4 + e4( V* - I)] e4 
= -2 [(U* - 1)-l (e,U + U*e,)(U - 1)-l] e4 , 
and by (78) 
(e4U + U*e,)-l = (2e,o)-l = -$ 1 0 l--4 e,o with 0 z U - u4e4, 
2X--=l-~~I]I-2(U-l)e41Y(U*-l)e,, U=z4U1+uge2+u3e3, 
or (82) 
X = @+2a + ( ol-“QoQ*)+(U) with Q = u4 + e, . (83) 
(83) reduces to Birkhoff’s conformal mapping, when ua = u4 E 0. Now, 
using (9), (45), (79), (82), and observing that X = x1 + s2e2 + +e, by (79) 
and (79)*, we get 
p2 = 1 x - m, 1 =: 1 iv* - 1 1-r = $1 u - 1 12 I 0 I-1, 
w* 
(84) 
p1 = I x + % I = W” - 1 = p31 v I2 = $1 u + 1 12 1 D I-1; 
and with (Sl), for the functional matrix 0 of the transformation (83), 
CXP = c(u) I3 , 44 = PlP2 I DIY, (a SE X,). (85) 
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Hence (as for BirkhofYs 2-dimensional mapping) the mapping (83), or 
equivalently (79), is in the (ul , us , u 3 , u&space singular exactly at U = *I, 
0 = 0 and U = co; i.e., at the original points of the images PI , P2 and co 
in the (x1 , x2 , .X,)-space. 
From (85) follows the existence of a matrix column LO such that the row 
wT= WI, ( w2 , w3 , 4 with real w!, = 4% 3 u2 I u3 , %) 
is orthogonal on the three rows of fin, or 
aw=o, and w=w = c(u) (2 0). VW 
This determines fw uniquely. We augment the 3 x 4 matrix fi to a 4 x 4 
matrix, Q, by adding wT as a fourth row. Then by (85) and (86) 
QQT = c(u) 14 ) LPX? = Am + WWT = c(u) 14. 637) 
For later application we determine w explicitly : Using (81) and (80) we find 
w = YJpp, BT = (rl , -03, v2 3 -4 6 CDp = 0, (b > 0 say) 
and with c(u) from (85), by (86), (80)*, and (84), b = $ / 0 1-s. By calculation 
of Y;’ from (80)” and (79) with (78) then 
w =*I u-1 I”P-(U1-1,Zlp,U3,~~)Tb[(U1-l1)CUq-n2Z13fU3.Z)2-U*Z117; 
also 
211 = (I u I2 - l)i u - 1 I-2, Vk = 2u, 1 u - 1 l-2, (k = 2, 3,4), 
hence 
WT = + 1 r? I-2 (uluq , u2uq - u3 , u3u4 + 242 , $(l - urs - u22 - 211s2 + z&*2)). 
@Kl 
Returning now to the equations of motion for P (in R3) we observe that (15), 
or the canonical system (19) with 3 degrees of freedom, is, after introduction 
of the new time variable s through (43) and (45) q e uivalent to the conservative 
system (46) of 4 degrees of freedom, iff for the latter only solutions with 
G(G(s), Y,(S)) = G(x,c(O), y,(O)) = 0 (89) 
are taken into account. The l-to-l correspondence between the respective 
solutions then holds at first only as long as p f 0, but by Theorem 4 also for 
all real 7. We shall transfer the 6 equations for K = 1, 2, 3 from (46) into a 
Lagrangian system of 3 degrees of freedom as follows: Defining 




L = L(& 3 L ; 4 (j = 1,2, 3) from (14), (16), 
we get (by direct calculation, say) from (47) and (18) the identities 
xj’ - aG/ay, = (i3M/axj’ - yj) p, (j = 122, 3), (91) 
G = i ykaG/ay, - M(xj , aGlayj; x4 , y4). 
k=l 
(92) 
Now (46) implies, by (91) and (92), when p $0 (with ’ = d/ds always) 
L, M = (aM/axj’)’ - aiwjaxi = 0, (i = 1,2,3), 
x4 1 = -aMlay,, y; = aMlax = p, (Y4 = 4, 
(93) 
since along solutions of (46), by (92) and (91), 
aG/ax, = -aivqax, , aG/ay, = -aMlay, , (k = i,2, 3,4). (94) 
Reverse, after defining yi = aM/ax,‘, it follows (94) from (92), and then (46) 
from (91) and (93). Also, (89) is by (91) and (92) equivalent to 
M - i x;aM/ax,’ = const. = 0. 
j=l 
w* 
Therefore the solutions of (93) with initial values satisfying (93)” are in 
l-to-l correspondence to the solutions of (15), using (43) and (45), for all 
real 7 by Theorems 3 and 4. [(go) with (93) and (93)” supplies a rule for 
the introduction of a new independent (time) variable into a nonconservative 
Lagrangian system determined by L.] 
Next we will introduce new dependent variables u, , ua , ua , u4 by 
Waldvogel’s mapping X = f(U) from (83) which we write in coordinates 
q = (u12 +z&*2 + u3y, 
x2 =f2(u) = $[u2 + ~(zc2(u42 - 1) - 2U,U,)] (95) 
x3 =f3(u) = $[u3 + 4("3(r142 - 1) + 2u,u4)]. 
Defining with (95) 
ii?i=i@(uk,u;;x4,~) = M(x~,x~‘;x,,T) (k = 1,2,3,4) with 
xj = fj( U) (j = 1,2,3), (Xl’, x2’, x3’) = (Ur’, u;, u;, u4’) a=, 
(96) 
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using (90) and (81), we obtain for the Lagrangian derivatives with (93) 
L,$!i zz (aiiqau;>l - aqau, (k = 1,2,3,4) 
hence the matrix equation, with 52 defined before (X7), 
(L,,l@ ,..., L,ji2) = (Lz,M ,..., Lz.M) sz = (L,pf ,..., L&f, 0) x2, (97)” 
Finally, using (96) and replacing xg by h, we introduce 
A!!” = MM”(u, ,262’; h, T) E Aqua , uli’; k, T) -/- 2- (w%‘)@, 
2P 
W) 
vchere the matrix column u’ consists of the elements z+‘, uz’, zs’, zs,‘. Now 
Lu,?n = p-$.(wTu’)’ + wTuyp-lw,)’ - am/au, 
for m E jc~~%‘)~/2p, (k = 1, 2, 3,4); 
(99) 
hence by (97)* and (86), with 4 from (95), C(U) from (85) and p = pga : 
(Lu1Ar7” ,...) L,$!zy w = (L,, )...) LQZ) w 
= q(wW) + w%‘S(un: , Z&‘) 
uw 
with 
A!@, ) 26;) = p-‘(+pyc(u) p-2)’ - w=w,%’ + +p-w6’p~T~o), (loo)” 
where 
wu = ((hc/~%)), PuT = (apjaul ,..., ++3~~), 
AIso, by (98), (96), (90), (14) and (87) since C(U) = pq by (85) and (82), 
M” = +q / u’ 12 - (x2 , - x1 ) 0) CL’ + (h -- $x32) plpz 
+ 44[h?2(%2 + $ + xf) + %$a + %PJ, (101) 
using (‘78), (81), (95) and (84) for still needed substitutions. If follows that 
h/I* as a function of the real variables zlTC , gk’ , h, T (K = 1,2, 3,4) is holo- 
morphic unless q-l = ~1” + uz2 + uza = 0 (i.e., X = co). Now we can 
prove 
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THEOREM 5. The system of difJerentia1 equations 
(aM*lau;y = anqau, , h’ = -aM*/ar, r’ = p, (k = I, 2, 3,4) 
with the condition that the (real) initial values at s = 0 satisfy 
(102) 
4 
M* - C +laM*/a+’ = 0, 
k=l 
g1 WkUk = 0, $Zlj2 > 0, (102)” 
is equivalent to the original equations of motion, (15) say. The solutions of (15) 
are obtained from the ones of (102) and (102)* by 
55 = h(~l(S>,..., u4(s)) (j= 1,2,3), 7 = T(S) (103) 
with fj from (95) as holomorphic functions of the regularizing parameter s on 
their maximal real duration, which corresponds to -co < r < $ ca always. 
Proof. (i) Starting from a solution of (15), or equivalently of (19), with 
p f 0 at the initial time 7s we obtain with the help of (43) and (45) an induced 
solution xk(s), y4(s) of (93) and (93)*, according to the foregoing. We map 
the latter onto a solution of (102) and (102)” as follows: 
Let Z? = 4 + z&e, + z&es + d,e, be chosen (not unique) such that with (95) 
h(Q = %(O>, (j = l-2,3), Wo) = 01, ww 
and determine uk = Us (k = 1,2, 3,4) by integration of the system 
I 
u’ zz Q-1 
( 1 
; = q-1QT P-l”’ 
( 1 0 ’ 
u,(O) = z.& (104)* 
with Q = Q(U) defined before (87), w h ere x’ denotes the matrix column with 
elements x1’(s), x2’(s), x3’(s), similar u’. Then, identically in s as long as p # 0, 
x’ = i%‘, 0 = Ju’, xj = fj(U) (j = 1,233) (105) 
by definition of 0 andfj . Thus by (96) (97)” and (93),&A? = 0, and by (98) 
and (99) also L,kM* = 0, (k = 1, 2, 3,4). Hence it follows (102), putting 
h = x4(s) and 7 = y4(s). Further, by (98) (105) and (96) 
i u,faibf*lau,’ = (ai@jau,f,..., aivqau,y 
k=l 
= (anqa3L’1t,..., aiwja,v,‘) Lhf = i xifaibqaxjt, (106) 
i=l 
and therefore (93)* implies (102)* identicaliy in s, using (98) and (105) again 
and the fact that q remains finite, by (95) and the corollary of Theorem 4. 
Now we assume that for the considered solution of (15) there occurs a 
first real singularity at 7 = T* > 70 (thus P collides with P, , say, by Section 
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III). Then p = prpa = 0 at s = s* from (44), and (104)” is singular at s*. But, 
for 0 < s < s* the uk(s) are holomorphic by (104)* and (93) satisfying (102) 
and (102)* by the foregoing. By (105), (83) and (84) / 0 1 and 1 0 1-l remain 
bounded with p, and by (84) then lim U = (-1)’ as s -+ s* - 0. From the 
first equation in (102)*, using (101) and (95), then lim / u’ I2 = ~cx(T*) mr . 
Therefore, by PainlevC’s theorem (as in Section IV) applied to (102) with 
(lOl), we conclude that the uk(s) are holomorphic also at s = s*. The same 
holds for h and 7 clearly. Thus (104)” and (105) remain valid by analytic 
continuation through any collision; and by Theorem 4 and its Corollary the 
entire original solution of (15) f or -cc < 7 < + co is seen to have been 
mapped, using (104) and (104)*, onto a solution of (102) satisfying (102)” 
identically in s. 
(ii) Now we consider any solution of (102) satisfying (102)” at s = 0, but 
with p > 0 initially, on its maximal real (open) duration. Then 
1 ?? I2 = q-l > 0 by (101). Also, S(U, , zck’) from (lOO)* is, along this solu- 
tion, holomorphic in s, whenever p f 0; by (84), (85) and (88). Therefore it 
follows from (100) th a JU = 0 identically in s, since ,!&fir = 0 by (102) t 
and Ju’ = 0 initially by (102)“. By (98) and (99) thus L,,ikZ = 0, and then 
(93) is implied (whenever p f 0) by (97)” and (102) with xq = h and y4 = 7, 
since Q-l exists by (87). Here, according to (96), xj = xj(s) is defined by 
substitution of the assumed solution zck = uk(s) of (102) into (95). Then (105) 
holds again and thus also (106), which, with (102)” at s = 0 and (9X), implies 
(93)“. (In turn it follows (102)* identically in s). Putting & = xj(s) consistent 
with (45), we get (103); and the equivalence of (93) and (93)” to (15) implies 
the statement of our theorem (in the case that p > 0 at s = 0), since a solution 
of (102) and (102)* ceases to exist, at s = s* say (0 < s* < +a), only when 
lim(I ul +&I = co as s + s* - 0, by (101); which necessitates T(S) -+ +KJ 
by Theorem 4 and its Corollary. 
(iii) Finally we consider a solution of (102) satisfying (102)* at s = 0, but 
with p = 0 initially; i.e., by (84) and (101) with 
u = (-l)“, / U’ 12 = 2a!(T,) m, (if pr = 0) at s = 0 (107) 
necessarily (and arbitrary real h(O)). This solution is holomorphic at s = 0 
by (lOl), and we obtain the following Taylor series expansions in s : 
u,==(-l~~,,+n,s+..., (k= 1,2,3,4), &~,~-2a(7,)nz,, 
1 
q =: 1 77 1-2 = 1 + ..-, p = p1p2 = ~cc(To) m,p2 f .~a, 
L+p/au, = $aks + ..., (k = 1,2,3,4) by (84)s 
$p”(c(u) p-2)’ = Q(pq’ - qp’) = - &(To) 112,s + “‘; 
(1081 
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and from (88) then 
29 = (-l)Tu,s + *--, 2w, = -U$ + *a’) 
2w, = a,s + *a-, 2w, = -(-l>Ta,s + a.., 
hence 
uJTu’ = W7$lk’ = 0 + OS + .--. 




w%,T = - $ (a1 , a2 , a2 ) u4) + . . ‘, wTw,%’ = -+&J m,s + a--, 
and using the preceding series expansions in (100)” it is seen that S(U, , +‘) is 
holomorphic at s = 0. Now, for the considered solution and suitable c, > 0 
we have p # 0 for 0 < 1 s 1 < c, by (108), and according to its derivation 
then (100) holds for these s. By (102) and (109) the left hand side in (100) 
vanishes identically in s; implying the same for the function wTu’ of s by com- 
parison of coefficients, using (1 lo), (108) and the holomorphy of S(u, , Us’) on 
1 s 1 < co along the considered solution. The remainder of the proof is a 
repetition of the arguments in the preceding case (ii); thus completing the 
proof of Theorem 5. 
One recognizes from (IOI), after making the necessary substitutions, and 
from part (i) of the preceding proof, that (102) gives the desired regularized 
form of the equations of motion for P. We will dispense with writing them 
explicitly here and recall only that (16), (84), (95) and 
would be needed for this purpose. However, we shall derive an “inverse” 
mapping f : X -+ U of (83), finally; which is needed to transfer solutions of 
(15) into solutions of (102) with the help of (104) and (104)*, etc. We obtain 
from (79), which is equivalent to (83), using (77) and (84) 
w*=1+&= X + 7n2 X--m, p 1 W 1 = E 9 Wj = ~jf$ (j = 2, 3), 1 
eo,P22 = p2a + X1 - 1111 = p22 - i(l + p22 - P12) = g(P,2 + Pa2 - 1). 
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Further from (79)” 
v1J12 + vg2 = g( / w 1 + WI) = a2, vz2 + 7J3 2 = g( j w 1 - ZLj) = b2, 
Vl = a cos p, v4 = a sin y, v2 = b cos JI, v3 = b sin 4, 
2abei’v+“’ z w2 + iw, , 1 v- 12 = / w I, (a, b 3 0). 
Then, from (79) and the foregoing, 
u= V”fl vv* + v - v* - 1 ----= -P1-Pa+(f7- p-*)Pz 




U = ~-l(pr - p2 + e,v cos $ + esv sin # + e,~ sin v) with 
n = p1 + p.2 - p cos v, p = [(PI + pJ2 - l]r/S, Y = [I - (pr - p$]@, 
(111) 
where cc, v > 0, and for pv > 0 the otherwise arbitrary real parameters y 
and # are coupled by 
x2 + ix3 = 2pvei(p+S). (Ill)” 
Now (111) with (78) gives the coordinates +(A = 1,2, 3,4) of U as functions 
of the coordinates xj(j = 1, 2, 3) of X and a (real) parameter ($ or v), such 
that always f(U) = X, i.e., (83) or (95) are implied; and every inverse 
U = f(X) can be so obtained. 
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